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from without which come to them from similar molecules,
so that a man can perceive an astral object of the matter
of a particular subdivision only if on the surface of
his astral body there are particles belonging to that
subdivision.   During physical life all the seven kinds
of astral matter in his body intermingle and are in
constant motion like particles of boiling water. At any
given moment particles of all varieties are represented
on the surface of his astral body, and therefore when
he is functioning in that body during sleep, he is able to
see any astral object of the matter of any subdivision.
But owing to the rearrangement of the matter of his
astral body idto concentric layers which he ignorantly
allows his astral elemental to make after death, he is
confined to one subplane at a time, i.e., his consciousness
receives its impression only through one type of matter
and thus obtains an exceedingly partial view of the world
in which his lot is cast.
Having on the surface of his astral body only the
lowest and grossest particles, he can receive impressions
merely from corresponding particles outside.   But the
vibrations of such heavy matter being the expressions
alone of objectionable feelings and emotions, and of the
least refined class of astral entities, he can be conscious
only of that lowest variety of astral matter which corre-
sponds to the solid down here, and see merely the undesir-
able inhabitants of the astral world and feel only its most
unpleasant and vulgar influences. Other men of quite
ordinary character who surround him appear to him like
monsters of vice, since he can see and feel only the
coarsest in them. Even his friends, who have passed over
a few years earlier and have transferred their conscious-
ness to higher levels, seem not at all what they used to be,

